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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Problem Statement

An excessive amount of air entrained in the winding roll can cause defects such as

telescoping or dishing by making the web float and slide in the transverse direction. On

the other hand too little air in a winding roll can cause different types of winding defects

such as buckling. Proper contact between adjacent layers of web should be achieved to

prevent winding defects.

Nip rollers are used for achieving intimate contact between the web and a process

roller in many applications including drive rollers, heating and cooling drums, and

surface-treatment rollers. One annoying problem with nip rollers is the ballooning

phenomenon. When the balloon height is too large. wrinkling problems can occur.

Knowledge of ballooning and air entrainment is necessary for proper design and

operation of such systems that use nip rollers.

1.2 Objectives of the Study

The main objective of this study is to develop an understanding of the effect of a

nip roller on the air entrainment and ballooning. The parameters considered in thi study



include the radius of winding roll, radius of nip roller, wrap angle, web tension, w b

speed, nip force, and web stiffness.

1.3 Scope and Limitations

The present study is divided into two main areas: the air entrainment on the two

sides of the web and the ballooning phenomenon. This study does not include the effects

of the elastic deformation of the roller. The surfaces of the web and the rolls are assum d

smooth, and the effects of asperity contact are not considered.

1.4 Literature Review

Knox and Sweeney (1971) applied the foil bearing theory to the air entrainment in

a winding roll, but it can not be applied to the winding configuration assisted by a nip

roller. According to the foil bearing theory, the air gap (h -) is a function of web speed

(u), web tension (n, viscosity of the air (J1), and the radius of roll (R) as

. ( yl3
~ = 0.643 12;U)

Baumann (1975) and Eshel (1974) discussed the use of opposing pressure pad and

(J)

external air pressure for reducing the air entrainment. Eshel (1984b) analyzed the effects

of a nip roller ignoring the air compressibility and the elastic deformation of the roll.

Chang, Chambers, and Shelton (1994) developed prediction equations for air entrainment

considering the elastic deformation of rolls, air compressibility, and the slip flow

condition. Forrest (1995) investigated the air entrainment in a winding roll including the

effects of asperity contact between the roll and the nip roller. However, none of the

2



papers to date included the existence of a web that may strongly influence the amount of

air entrainment.

Numerous papers on the foil bearing problems had been published before Knox

and Sweeney applied the foil bearing theory to web handling. In the 1960's and 1970'

magnetic tape and head interface became an important subject of study, and further

developments of the foil bearing theory have been made. Those studies include the

effects of the slip flow condition, penneability of the web, side leakage of the air and the

asperity contact. Burgdorfer (1959) modified the Reynolds equation to consider the slip

flow condition. Eshel (1965) developed the foil bearing theory for an infi ni tely wide and

perfectly flexible foil (or web), and solved the Reynolds equation and the force balance

equation simultaneously. It was found that the gap over the wrapped zone is constant

(the "nominal clearance") and the web undulates in the exit region where the minimum

clearance is 71.6 percent of the nominal clearance. Barlow (1967) derived governing

equations for a foil bearing, which include the bending stiffness of the foil and the

compressibility of the lubricant. The effects of bending stiffness and compressibility and

inertia of the lubricant were studied by Eshel (1967, 1968, 1984a, 1984b). It wa found

that the nominal clearance decreases with the increase of the compressibility parameter

and the stiffness parameter, and the undulation disappears when the compressibility

parameter is large. Similarly, Hashimoto (1997) solved the foil bearing problem where

an external pressure is applied through a hollow porous shaft. Muftu (1996) perfonned a

two-dimensional analysis that includes side leakage and asperity contact. Muftu (1995)

studied the one-dimensional foil bearing problem including the permeability effects of

the web.

3



CHAPTER II

GOVERNING EQUATIONS

The governing equations are the modified Reynolds equation and a web

deflection equation. The modified Reynolds equation used by Chang, Chambers, Shelton

(1996) is used to include the effects of fluid compressibility and the effects of slip

boundary which is important when the gap is not much larger than the mean-free-path of
,

the air molecules. The web deflection equation can be derived from a plate equation and

a cylindrical shell equation. When the web is assumed to be perfectly flexible, the web

deflection equation becomes a membrane equation.

Before describing the two governing equations more specifically, a chematic

view of the winding system with a nip roller should be introduced here. The air gap

between the web and the winding roll in the wrapped zone and that in the inlet and outlet

zones are defined differently as shown in Figure 1.

4



F

Figure 1. Schematic of model

The study model, schematically shown above, consists of a rigid winding roll, a rigid nip

roller, and a non-permeable web. All moving surfaces have the same speed (u), and h, i

defined as the air gap between the web and the winding roll. In the wrapped region, hi is

measured in the radial direction so that a cylindrical coordinate system is used. In the

inlet and outlet regions, hi is measured along the direction perpendicular to the tangents

so that a rectangular coordinate system is used. However, the air gap between the web

and the nip roller h2 is approximated as

5



•

where

x2

h =-+h
s 2R 0

e

I •

2)

(3)

which is a parabolic, and ho is the air gap between the nip roller and tbe winding 011 at

the center of the nip. The equivalent radius is defined as

2.1 Reynolds Equation

One-dimensional, steady-state Reynolds equation can be written as

The above Reynolds equation was derived from a combination of the Navier-Stoke

eq~ation and a continuity equation with ~he following assumptions (Cameron, 1966):

• Body forces are negligibl.e.

• The lubrication process is isothermal.

• The lubricant is compressible.

• The curvatures of the bearing surfaces are much larger than the film thickness.

• No-slip flow occurs.

• The lubricant is a Newtonian fluid.

6
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• The flow is laminar.

• The fluid inertia can be neglected.

• Fluid viscosity is constant.

• The web is infinitely wide. a' .l

Air film thickness near the center of the nip is very small, so that the no-slip boundary

condition is invalid there. In other words, the fluid flow cannot be treated as a continuum

near that region because the gap is not much larger than the mean-free path of air

molecules. Therefore the modified Reynolds equation which includes the slip boundary

condition is used in this study. The slip boundary condition is important when the
" ,

Knuden number, defined as Aa I h, is in the range ~rom 0.01 to 1~ (Gross, 1980a). Air

compressibility is also important near the nip because the local pressure can be very high.

The modified Reynolds equation to be used is

(6)

where the term6AaPah2dpids is for the slip boundary effect, Aa is the mean-free-path of

the air molecules (2.65 x 10-6 inches),-IJ. is the dynamic viscosity of the air

(2.6396 X 10-9 psi·s at 70 degrees F), u is the speed of the web and the two rollers, and ptJ

is the ambient pressure (14.7 psia). Note that the pressure in Eq. (6) is absolute pressure.

The pressure boundary conditions at the start and end points of the web are

pls=o = 14.7 psia and pll=L = 14.7 psia

7
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These pressures are the same as the ambient pressure because the locations are far from

the wrapped zone.

The pressure between the web and the winding roll, PI' is obtained by solving the

Reynolds equation with given h" and the other pressure, P2' is calculated in the arne

way with given h2. For the simple foil bearing problem (zero nip force case), P2 i

replaced by the ambient pressure.

2.2 Web Deflection Equation

A force balance equation of the web can be written in a one-dimensional fonn

including the bending stiffness of the web and the contact pressure (Muftu, 1995). The

web can be modeled as a cylindrical shell subjected to the air pressures, wrap pressure,

and contact pressure.

(8)

where w is web displacement, T is web tension, PI is the pressure between the web and

winding roll, P2 is the pressure between web and nip roller, Pw is the wrap pressure, Pc

is the contact pressure, and d is the bending stiffness of the web defined as

(9)

The tension causes a pull down pressure over the wrapped region, Pw' which is defined

as

8



inlet region

wrapped region

outlet region

(I 0)

The contact pressure, pc in Eq. (8), should be considered when the air film

thickness is smaller than the surface roughness. Usually when the web is permeable, the

gap can be very small so that the contact pressure should be considered. When the roller

is grooved, the web can contact the roller locally so that the contact pressure becomes

important. In this study, we assume that the surfaces of the web and the rollers are

perfectly smooth and the contact pressure term is neglected. The force balance equation

can be rewritten as

-d~w dZw
d-.j--T-z-= PI - Pz - /5..

ds ds

The air gaps in the regions of the inlet and outlet are defined as the web

(11)

displacement plus the inlet and outlet geometry that can be approximated as a parabolic

curve.

h=w+o

where h is the air gap and 0 is the inlet and outlet geometry (Figure I).

(12)

The above equation requires four boundary conditions. The following boundary

conditions are used in this study:

9
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Another possible boundary conditions are

~;Lo =0 d
2

W! =0
d 2 '

S .1'=0

(14)

The reason that Eq (13) is chosen in this study is described in Section 4.1.
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CHAPTER III

NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF THE GOVERNING EQUATIONS

A closed-fonn solution that satisfies the two governing equations, Eg. (6) and Eq.

(11), could not be obtained analytically because one of the equations has a stiff non-linear

tenn p dp . Therefore, a numerical method (finite-difference method) was chosen to
ds

solve them. In this chapter, non-dimensional fonns of the two equations will be

introduced, then finite-difference equations of them will be shown after linearizing the

non-linear tenn, p dP. At the final step, the computational algorithm will be presented.
ds

3.1 Dimensionless Forms

Revnolds equations

One of the most cornman methods of non-dimensionalizing the Reynolds

equation for foil bearing problems is to introduce the following non-dimensional

parameters:

12,uu
e=-

T '
S S -1/3=-e

R '
I

11
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where the foil bearing number E = 12.uu is used for scaling because the film thickne h
T

is very small in the wrapped zone, especially near the nip. Too small numbers may cause

round-off errors. The non-dimensional form of the equation is

(16)

6A ~/1 RJPwhere A =__a E-~' and B =__a • For more detailed derivation of Eq. (16), ee
. a R

1
T

Appendix A.

Web deflection equation

The web deflection equation, Eq. (11), can be non-dimensionalized as

where the following non-dimensional parameters are used

( 17)

I2J.lu
E=-T I

S S -113
=-E

R '
J

W W -1/3
=-E

R '
I

p. =12 and P. =!!:l:...
I P I 2 P

a a

(18)

and the non-dimensional bending stiffness and wrap pressure are

12
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inlet zone

wrapped zone

outlet zone

(20)

For the derivation of these equations, see appendix A.

3.2 Finite Difference Forms

Reynolds equations

The non-linear tenn p dp cab be linearized as shown below.
ds

dP [- { -)J[dP (dP dP]~p-= P+ P-P -+ ---
dS dS dS dS

=pdP +{p_p)dP +p(dP _dP]+(p_p)d(P-PJ
dS dS dS dS dS

(2\ )

where the upper bar designates the value calculated one step before. The last term in the

second line ofEg. (21) can be neglected by the assumption that a very small change

occurs in the calculated pressure at each iteration (Chang, Chambers, and She\ ton, 1994),

(p - p) d(P - P) := O. The resulting Reynolds equation is
dS

13
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By taking central-difference approximations, the finite-difference form of Eq. (22) can be

written as

AP. I +B.P. +c.P. 1 =D.I /- I I r 1+ I

where

(23)

Appendix B shows more details of the derivation. The two boundary conditions (Eq. (7»

become

Po =1 and ~+l =1

The matrix form of Eq. (23) is

(24)

B1 C1 0 ~ DI-~Po

~ B, C2 0 P2 D2

0 0

0 ~ Bi C. 0 P; = D; (25)
I

0 0

0 A,.-1 B
n

_
1

C
n

_
1 Pn- 1 ' D

n
_ ,

0 A,. Bn Pn Dn -Cn~+1

14



By solving this matrix equation, a new pressure profile can be obtained for a given gap

profile with a guessed initial pressure profile, which is just a part of the entire calculation

discussed in the next section, 3.3. In order to obtain an accurate solution for a given gar

profile, Eq. (25) needs to be solved iteratively replacing P; s with P; s at each iteration.

With a well-guessed initial pressure profile, the iteration number can be one or two, but

with a roughly guessed one, it can be four or more. The algorithm of the entire

calculation will be discussed in Section, 3.3.

Web deflection eguation

The finite-difference fonn of the web deflection equation (Eq. (17» can be

written by taking central-difference approximations.

where

i = 1,2, ... n (26)

(27)

The matrix fonn of Eg. (26) can be written as below by applying the boundary conditions

(Eq. (13».

15



£1,1 ~.2 ~.3 0 lt; F;
E, E3 E4 £5 0 W2 F2

E1 £2 E3 £4 £5 0 W3 F3

0 0
= (28)

° 0

° E1 £2 £3 £4 E5 W"_2 F"_2

0 E1 E2 £3 £4 W,,_I F,,_,

0 £"'''_2 E"."_1 E"." W" F"

where £1,1' £.,2' £.,3' £"."-2'£"'''-1' E",,, are changed by applying the boundary conditions.

The non-dimensional expression of the boundary conditions are

d 1W d 2W
Wls=o =0, dS 2 =0, WI:S=L =O,and dS 2 =0

s=o S=L

The finite-difference fonns of Eq. (29) are

d
2
W = -W3 +16W2 - 30lt; +16Wo - W_ J =0

dS 2
. 12LlS 2
1=1

(29)

(30)

(31 )

(32)

= -W"+2 +16W,,+J - 30W" +16W,,_, - W"_2 = 0
12M2

(33)

The fictitious points, W_1, Wo' W,,+I' and W~+2 can be replaced by the combination of

WI' W2 ' •. W,,_I' and W" as shown below.

16



The resulting modified elements of the matrix in Eq. (28) are

(
6D 5 J (D 1 J DEll =E3 -30E) = --4+--2 -30 --4 + 2 =-24--4. AS 2AS I::1S 121::1S AS

(
D 1 J (4D 4) DE)2 = 16E] +E4 =16 --4 + 2 - --4 +--2 = 12--4. AS 12AS I::1S 31::1S I::1S

(34)

(35)

(36)

(37)

Appendix B shows a more detailed derivation. By solving this matrix equation (Eq. (28))

the gap profi.le between the web and winding roll (HI) can be obtai ned for given pressu re

profiles (PI and P2). Contrary to solving the Reynolds equation. it is not an iterative

calculation but just a one-time calculation because the web deflection equation is linear.

17



The gap profile between the web and the nip roller (H2) is obtained in a different way,

which will be explained in the next section.

3.3 Computational Algorithm

The detailed structure of the computer program, written in C-language, is

described in this section. Figure 2 shows the flow chart of this program. Guessed initial

pressure profile and gap profile are inputted, then a new pressure profile between the web

and the winding roll (~ ) is obtained by solving the Reynolds equation, and the other

pressure profile between the web and the nip roller (P2 ) is calculated by solving the same

governing equation. Now, a new gap profile between the web and the winding roll (HI)

can be computed by solving the web deflection equation with the new pressure profiles.

The other gap between the web and the nip roller (H2) is calculated with a simple

geometric relation (Eq. (2)). This is the completion of one iteration. The new profiles

HI' H 2'~ I and P2 are used as initial profiles for the next iteration, and the iteration

continues until the solutions converge. Note that solving the Reynolds equation is also an

iterative process. The flow chart (Figure 2) will be described step by step.

18



Read initial data
(PJ, HI, P2 )

Calculate the gap profile between web and nip roller
8 2 = Hs-H1

Calculate new pressure profile PI
(Solve the Reynolds Eq. for new p) )

Calculate new pressure profile P2

( Solve the Reynolds Eq. for new P2 )

Calculate new gap profile H)
( Solve the shell Eq. for new HI )

HI =Old one + Weightingx(New one -Old one)

Yes

Print results PI, Hi, P2, H2, which
are initial data for a new calculation.

Figure 2. Flow chart of the computational program

Step 1: Read initial data, HI, Ph and P2

To solve the foil-bearing problem by the finite-difference method, very good

initial guessed profiles are needed. For the first iteration, curve-fitted initial profiles

19



based on known foil bearing solutions are used. For the wrapped zone the following

solutions for foil bearings are used

(38)

(39)

After getting the solution for the case of zero nip force, the pressure and web deflection

profiles are used as initial profiles for a case of small nip force. The new solution then

provides the initial pressure and web deflection profiles for another case where the nip

force is slightly larger.

Step 2: Set the gap at the center of nip, ho

After setting the gap at the center of the nip (ho), the gap profile between the nip

roller and the winding roll (Hs) is detennined by Eq. (3), which is non-dimensionlized as

where

H = H+(R j + R~ )x 2
S 0 2R

2

(40)

H = ~£-2/3
, n R

I

H h.-2n
=-£

, S R
1

(41 )

Step 3: Calculate the gap profile between web and nip roller, 8 2

20



H 2 is defined as H 2 = H s - HI' which is a dimensionless fonn of Eq. (2)

Step 4: Solve the Reynolds equation for PI and P2

The Reynolds equation is solved to detennine the pressure profile for a given gap

profile. As mentioned in Section 3.2, the Reynolds equation requires iteration process to

be solved. However, the solution converges within a few iteration without any under

relaxation. The iteration of the entire calculation will be mentioned in Step 5. P, and Pl

are calculated for given hI and h2, respectively.

Step 5: Determine web deflection and HI

In Step 4, we obtained the new pressure profiles Pi and P2, but they are not the

final solution because the given gap profiles used to obtain PI and P2 are not the final

solution. However, we can calculate a more accurate gap profile H, with the new

pressure profiles by solving the web deflection equation (Eq. (17)). Unlike the Reynolds

equation, the web deflection equation can be solved without iteration becau e it is a linear

differential equation. If the new gap profile is used without under-relaxation on the next

iteration, it may diverge very quickly. Therefore a weighted profile is used on the next

iteration, which is defined as

Weighted profile =(Old one) + (Weighting) x (New one - Old one) (42)

If the residual of HI is larger than the criterion, go back to the Step 3. Then iterate until

the solution converges. The value of the weighting factor required for convergence

depends on the values of test conditions such as nip force, initial data, and web stiffness.
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Typically, the weighting factor needs to be smaller than 0.01. Sometimes, especially

when the nip force is large, it should be less than 0.0001. When relatively large

weighting factors are used, several thousand iterations are needed. When the weighting

factor is under 0.0001, more than one hundred thousand iterations are necessary for

convergence.

After the solution has converged, print out the pressure and gap profiles, as well

as the nip force calculated by integrating P'2 using Simpson's 1/3 rule. The amount of

entrained air is determined based on the air film thickness and the pressure at the location

where the pressure gradient is zero. The lubricant process is assumed isothermal so that

.E.. = C = constant
p

The flow velocity profile is

1 dp (2 ) ( zu(z) =-- z -hz + U 2 -U1 )-+u1
2/1 dx h

(43)

When dp/dx =0 and the speeds of the two surfaces are the same (Uj =U2 =u), the velocity

profile is unifonn.

U(z) = U

The mass flow rate can be written as
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(45)

where Pi and h j are the air density and the air gap where the pressure is maximum, and Po

is the air density at the ambient pressure. From Eq. (45) we obtain

(46)

Therefore, the amounts of air entrainment, hie and h2c. can be obtained as

h,c = h, xli. at dpi =0
Pa dx

(47)

~c =~ x.!i at dp2 =0

Pa dx

The solution in Step 6 is just for one case, which can be a good initial data for a

little different case. In order to study the effects of nip force, the value of h(/ i changed,

new solutions are obtained, and the value of nip force is obtained by integrating the

pressure profile P2. The computer program shown in Appendix E calculates the nip force

and the amount of air entrainment.
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CHAPTER IV

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Typical wrapping conditions for winding with a nip roller can be divided into two

groups: The first is the case where the web wraps the winding roll prior to the nip (Type

A), and the other is the case where the web first wraps the nip roller (Type B).

(A) (B)
Figure 3. Two typical types of winding systems

Type A is chosen as the computational model in this study, but the results for Type A can

be applied to Type B to some extent. It is believed that the wrapping condition after the

nip has very little effects on the results.

One of the interesting phenomena related to winding with a nip roller is

ballooning which sometimes causes a wrinkling problem. Section 4.2 and Section 4.3
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discuss how the ballooning phenomenon is affected by the design and operation

parameters such as nip force, incoming wrap angle, web stiffness, web speed, and web

tension. Section 4.4 discusses the effects of the above parameters on the air entrainment.

The computational model of this study is limited to rigid rolls, which is believed to be

adequate for predicting the ballooning phenomena.

4.1 Simple Foil Bearing Solution (Zero Nip Force)

Before starting to analyze the effects of nip roller, we need to compare the simple

foil bearing solutions of this study with the solutions obtained by others. The nominal

Stiffness: D = £t
3

-213 0 8 (49)- £ <,
12(1- v2)TR2

Compressibility:
1 T

(50)-:=-<0.12
B PaR

Inertia: I=~Pau2 <0.05 (51 )
2 T/ R

Wrap angle:
e

(52)5=->6- 1/3-
£

Foil width (b): JtR «2b (53)

clearance for an infinitely wide, perfectly flexible foil is (Eshel, 1965)

. ( )213~ =0.643 12;U

This equation can be used with negligibly small errors when (Gross, 1980b):
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4.1.1 Perfectly flexible web (EI = 0)

Eshel examined the compressibility effects on the one-dimensional perfectly

flexible foil bearing (Eshel, 1967). Figure 4 shows that the nominal clearance decrea e

with the compressibility parameter (TlpaR). Figure 5 is a solution of the current study for

an infinitely wide, perfectly flexible foil for the compressibility parameter (lIB) of 0.017:

the nominal clearance constant is 0.6348 in this study. From Figure 4, the nominal

clearance constant is about 0.64 for the compressibility parameter of 0.017. It can be aid

that the results of the current study for perfectly flexible web show a good agreement

with the solutions obtained by Eshel.

1000.1 1 10

COMPRESSIBILITY PARAMETER (_r_)
pora

'----------T----------.. .......
I

Undulating exit region 1_Monotonic exit region

"\!
~
I ""-I

I ~I
I ~

I
Io

0.01

0.1

0.7

0.5

0.2

0.6

""I- 0.4
z
~
l-
V)

5 0.3
u

Figure 4. Nominal clearance YS. compressibility (Gross, 1980b)
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~
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e:c:: 0.6348......
.:::
'-'

0.5

R =8 in 9 =20°, wrap

U = 2000 fpm, T = 2 lbf/in
EI =0

becomes a second-order linear differential equation, which is generally called membrane

(54)

15105

s

o-5-10

Figure 5. Simple foil bearing solution for perfectly flexible web

0.0

-15

Ignoring the bending stiffness term, the web deflection equation (Eq. (11))

equation.

There are two possible sets of boundary conditions for the above membrane equation:

wls=o =0 , wi =0 : BCs #1 (55)
s=L

dw
=0, wi =0 : BCs #2 (56)

ds s=o
s=L
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For the shell equation. the two possible sets of boundary conditions are given by Eq. (13)

and Eq. (14). The two solutions for a membrane with the two different sets of boundary

conditions are shown in Figure 6. The nominal clearance constants, H', for the two ca e

are almost the same. The BCs #1 is chosen in this study mainly because the 01ution

converged much faster with BCs #1 especially when the nip force is large.

3.0

20

---

--- H (BCs #1)

-- W (BCs#l)

......... H (BCs #2)

•. -- W (BCs #2)

10o

s

R = 8 in e = 20 0
, wrap

U =2000 fpm, T =2 Ibf/in
EI = 0

-10

/

H' =0.6348 (BCs #1)

/

-20

. __ .. _--
1.5

1.0

2.0

2.5

0.5

0.0

-0.5

Figure 6. Effects of boundary conditions on the nominal clearance

A detailed discussion of the finite-difference equations of the membrane equation with

the two different sets of boundary conditions is included in Appendix C.

The convergence behaviors for the two cases are further discussed here. Table I

shows how the weighting factor was varied during an example calculation for each set of

boundary condition (refer to Figure 2). In order to start the iteration with roughly

guessed initial data, very small weighting factor was needed; and the weighting factor
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could be gradually increased to accelerate the calculation. The allowable increment of

the weighting factor depends mainly on the radii of the rolls, wrap angle, and the

boundary conditions. For nipped cases, it is also highly dependent on the value of nip

force. As shown in Table 1, the weighting factor could be increased up to 0.0045. and

the number of iteration for convergence was 3800 when BCs #1 was chosen. However,

when BCs #2 was chosen, the weighting factor could not be increased over 0.0005, and a

large number of iteration (19600 in this example) was needed for convergence.

Table 1. Effects of boundary conditions on convergence

BCs #1 BCs#2
Iteration Weighting Iteration Weighting

Factor Factor
1 - 100 0.0001 1 - 100 0.0001

101 - 300 0.0005 101 - 600 0.0003
301 - 800 0.0020 601 - 19600 0.0005

801 - 1800 0.0040
1801 - 3800 0.0045

Other conditions: R =8 in, 8wrao =20°, It =2000 ftlmin, T =2 lbf/in,

Figure 7 shows how the value of pressure changes at S = a(center of the nip)

during the iteration. The trace for BCs #2 shows why the weighting factor could not be

over 0.0005. When the trace oscillates like a sinusoidal function, computations with

slightly worse conditions such as larger radius or larger wrap angle would not converge.

Therefore, it can be said that BCs #1 is much better than BCs #2 for convergence. The

solutions for the two cases are almost identical (error in H· between the two cases is

smaller than 0.05 % as shown in Figure 6). Figure 8 and Figure 9 show different

convergence behaviors for the two different sets of boundary conditions, which are very

helpful to determine convergence. For some cases, the solutions diverge very slowly
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while drawing a spiral as shown in Figure 9. If the spiral is getting bigger, the solurions

will diverge after all. In some cases, reducing the value of the weighting factor helps

convergence; in other cases, solutions diverge regardless of the value of the weighting

factor.

1.000040

R = 8 in 8 = 20°• wrap

u = 2000 fpm. T = 2 Ibf/in

EI = 0

---BCs#]
......... BCs #2

Q

II
trJ 1.000035
.....
('a

...-
ce.......
~
'-'.........-

C'Cl
C.

1.000030-Q.
'-"

"......-
.'

....-..".
" .. ..···~ .........'. ;. ." .

I : ~ :~ : '

~ : : :: :: :.,~I!.t ..
~ :: : ::~:~:.'
I, : ~: ~,: ~ •

• I _, ..

• I ••........ ,..

..........

In general, a solution is said to have converged when the difference berween

values of previous iteration and current iteration is smaller than a certain criterion.

Figure 7. Effects of boundary conditions on convergence

100001000100

Number of iteration

10

1000025

However, that simple concept cannot be used in this study because the criterion for

convergence varies with operating conditions such as nip force or boundary condition.

For the example case shown in Figure 9, the spiral was drawn within 500 iteration, then

the values changed very slowly and very much, where the final converged point is very

far from the end point of the spiral. For large nip force cases, convergence can be
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obtained with relatively large residual that is defined as the summation of the value

differences between iterations at each node. Most of the convergence behaviors of the

computations in this study are very similar to the two typical cases like Figure 8 and

Figure 9. The convergence in this study is determined manually based on the value of

residual and solution trace graphs such as Figure 8 or Figure 9.

(PI· Pa)/(T/R) at S =0

Figure 8. Trace of solution (pressure and gap) during iteration (Bes #1)

\
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Even though Figure 8 and Figure 9 have different starting points, they can be used

(PI - Pa)/(T/R) at S =0

Figure 9. Trace of solution (pressure and gap) during iteration (BCs #2)
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)
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for examining convergence behavior because the convergence problem is highly

dependent on the type of boundary conditions (Bes #1 or BCs#2).
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4.1.2 Stiff web (E =105 psi, t =0 - 20 mils)

Figure 10 shows solutions with bending stiffness of the web taken into account a

well as the compressibility of the air. The nominal clearance appears to increa e with the

bending stiffness of the web. Eshel examined the effects of foil stiffness for one-

dimensional foil bearing (1967). Figure 11 shows that the nominal clearance decrea es

with the stiffness parameter (S in Figure 11 is the same as D in Figure 12). However, in

Figure 12, the computational results of this study show the opposite trend. Note that

Eshel's work (Figure 11) does not include the air compressibility effect, which is

--- I = I mils (0 = 0.0002)

·········l= 5mils(0=0.0238)

.. -- [= 10 mils (0 = 0.1905)

t = 20 mils (0 = 1.5237)

\ '---------------------_.------." "
" .. - _.. - _...- _...- _.... - _......:..-' .

o

~ R = 8 in 9 = 30 0

, ' wrap

o U =2000 fpm. T =2 Ibf/in

:. E = 105 psi

1.0

0.9

0.8
....-N0

w
0.7,-..

~.......
.c:
'-'

0.6

0.5

0.4

included in the current study (Figure 12).

-15 -10 -5 o 5 lO 15

s

Figure 10. Simple foil bearing solution for stiff web (E = 105 psi, t = I - 20 mils)
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In Section 4.1.1, it is described that BCs #1 (Eq. (55» is more preferable than

BCs #2 (Eq. (56» for convergence of the computation with membrane equation. In the

same way, BCs #1 (Eq. (13)) is preferred to the other one (Eq (14» for convergence of

the computation with shell equation. When the web is very stiff and the web span (L,,,

and Lour) are short, the calculation results are affected by the span length. For webs

having E =105 psi and t =20 and 40 mils, the effects of span length on the nominal

clearance constant is examined in Figure 13 through Figure 16. In Figure 13, the nominal

clearance constants ( H* ) for Lin =Lour =2 in ,4 in , and 8 in, are 0.6851, 0.6896, and

0.6903, respectively. Figure 14 shows more detailed description of Figure 13. It is

believed that the solution for the 8 in span case is most accurate. Compared to the

nominal clearance ( H* ) for Lin =Lour = 8 in, H* for Lill = Lour =4 in is 0.1 % lower, and

H* for Lill =Lour =2 in is 0.7 % lower. For a stiffer web (E = 105
, t = 40 mils), the

nominal clearance constants for the three cases, 2 in span, 4 in span, and 8 in span, are

0.6865,0.7104, and 0.7164, respectively (Figure 15 and Figure 16). The nominal

clearance ( H*) for Lin =Lour =4 in and 2 in are 0.8 % and 4.2 % lower than that for 8 ill.

Therefore, stiff webs (stiffness parameter, D ~ 1.5) require long inlet and outlet span

length for accurate calculations. In order to save node numbers, most of the calculations

were done with very short inlet and outlet span length, which is 2 in. However, stiffness

parameter ( D ) was limited to 1.5 to avoid significant errors.
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4.2 Ballooning for Perfectly Flexible Web (El =0)

At first, perfectly flexible webs were considered to study the formation of a

balloon. It was found that there is a critical nip force above which ballooning occur , and

the incoming wrap angle affects the size of the balloon. In super-critical condition , the

balloon size does not change very much with the nip force. A large nip force causes a

sharp peak pressure near the nip. Difficult convergence problems were experienced with

perfectly flexible webs when the nip force and the wrap angle are large. To overcome

this convergence problem, stiffness of the web was taken into account, then the effects of

the web thickness and the incoming wrap angle on ballooning were examined. In

addition, the effects of web speed and web tension on ballooning were examined for stiff

webs, which will be discussed in Section 4.3.

4.2.1 Air gap and pressure profiles (EI =0)

The values of important variables and constants are shown in Table 2. One of the

most important parameters that affect the balloon shape is the incoming wrap angle of the

web ({)in) as shown in Figure 23. However, it is believed that the outgoing wrap angle

does not influence the results, so that a very small angle was chosen (2 degree ) to reduce

the number of nodes. Refer to Figure 17 for definition of variables.

Table 2. Conditions of calculation for perfectly flexible web

Rl R2 T U 6in BUll,
(inches) (inches) Oblin) (ft/min) (degree) (degree)

8 8 2 2000 8,13,20,30,50 2
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F

Figure 17. Schematic of model

Figure 18 and Figure 19 show that a balloon is not formed when the nip force is very

small. Above a certain value of nip force, the gaps in front of the nip get larger

dramatically, where there must be a back flow of air. The value of nip force above which

ballooning occurs is called the critical nip force. The balloon shape and the maximum

balloon height are not sensitive to the nip force, as shown in Figure 18 through Figure 22.

The maximum balloon height increases with the incoming wrap angle, f)/n' as shown in

Figure 23.

Pressure profiles and pressure difference profiles corresponding to Figure 18

through Figure 22 are shown in Figure 24 through Figure 32. The total number of nodes

is 4000 for all these cases. This number is large enough to handle sharp pressure changes

near the nip.
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4.2.2 Effects of wrap angle on ballooning (El =0)

As shown in Figure 34, the maximum balloon height for a perfectly flexible web

is nearly proportional to the incoming wrap angle. Example calculations were done for

three different radii: 4 in, 8 in. 12 in. It is shown that

(57)
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4.3 BaUooning for a Web with Bending Stiffness (EI> 0)

4.3.1 Effects of bending stiffness on ballooning (EI > 0)

Within the entire range of example calculations, the effects of web thickness or

bending stiffness on ballooning are negligible as shown in Figure 35. Also note that, a

described in Section 4.2, the ballooning height is not sensitive to the nip force.
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Figure 35. Effect of web thickness on ballooning (EI >0) :,

4.3.2 Effects of web speed on ballooning (EI > 0)

The maximum balloon height increases with web speed as shown in Figure 36.

The air gap after the nip also increases with web speed.
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4.3.3 Effects of web tension on ballooning (EI > 0)

The maximum balloon height decreases when tension increases as shown in

Figure 37. On the contrary, the air gap after the nip increases with web tension (Figure ,
!...

38). This trend is not verified for other values of nip forces and web stiffness parameter ....

in this study.

...
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4.4 Air Entrainment

In Section 4.4.1, general trends of air entrainment versus nip force are shown for a

perfectly flexible web, and the critical nip force for ballooning is explained. In addition,

the convergence problem of numerical calculation is mentioned. In Section 4.4.2, the

current computational model is compared with a simplified model. In Sections 4.4.3 and

4.4.4, the effects of web speed and web tension are examined, respectively.

4.4.1 Air entrainment for perfectly flexible web (EI =0)

The relationship between the amount of entrained air and the nip force for a

perfectly flexible web is shown in Figure 39 through Figure 45. When there is no nip

roller or F =0, the air entrainment in the winding roll, hie, can be calculated as

where the air gap (hi) and the pressure (PI) are from Eq. (48) and the force balance

condition of the web:

( )

2/3

"'t =0.643.R
1

l2;U

T
PI = Pa +-R

. I
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The nominal clearance constant, 0.643 in Eq. (58), may have a different value when th

effects of the compressibility and web stiffness are included (Figure 4, Figure 11, Figure

12).

Once ballooning occurs, the amount of entrained air reduces dramatically as the

nip force increases. When the web is not wide, the effects of side leakage should be

considered. In this study, the effects of side leakage are not considered. The amount of

air entrainment, hIc and h2c, seem to converge to each other. However, this cannot be

verified because of insufficient data for large values of the nip force.

Generally, the convergence problem becomes worse when the wrap angle, radius

of roll, or nip forces increases. In addition, it depends on the boundary conditions, as

described in Section 4.1.1. With the boundary conditions expressed by Eg. (56), the

following convergence difficulties were experienced for perfectly flexible web and zero

nip force cases (E1 =0 and F =0). Solutions could not be obtained for RJ > 8" even

when the wrap angle is small, and it also could not be obtained for over 20 degrees of

wrap angle with R j =8/1. With R j < 8" , solutions were obtained for over 20 degrees of

wrap angle. For perfectly flexible web and non-zero nip force cases, very similar

convergence problems were experienced. In addition, the convergence becomes more

difficult to be achieved as the nip force increases. Even when 8wru!' and R, are small, no

solution could be obtained for large nip forces; Figure 39 through Figure 45 contain the

data points for maximum possible nip forces for computation. Solutions could be

obtained for some conditions with the wrap angle larger than 20 degrees as shown in

Figure 41 through Figure 43. In those cases (Figure 41 through Figure 43), solutions

could not be obtained for very small nip forces.
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When the other boundary conditions (Eq. (55) instead of Eq. (56» are cho en, the

solution converged for larger nip forces. The solutions are shown in Figure 48 through

Figure 52. However, calculations could not be done with very large nip forces. Each

calculation took much more time, and the weighting factor needed to be very small Ie s

than 0.00005. Web stiffness also improves the convergence of calculations slightly, but

the detail is not examined in this study. Many factors seem to affect the convergence

problem.
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The web profile at and near the nip corresponding to Figure 19 is shown for

various values of the nip force in Figure 46.
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4.4.2 Effects of nip force on air entrainment

It appears very difficult to obtain a closed form correlation equation of the air

entrainment because the air entrainment varies dramatically near the critical nip force for

ballooning. Therefore, the current model is compared with a simplified model shown in

Figure 47 in order to find a simple way to calculate the amount of air entraiment. The

model 2 in Figure 47 describes a rigid roller rotating near a rigid flat plate, moving at the

same speed of u. The notations of the air entrainment for model I are hlc and h2c and the

air entrainment for model 2 is denoted by hc. Example calculations were done for RJ = R2

= 4" (Re = 2, Model 1) and R = 4 n (Model 2) for different values of the incoming wrap
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angle (2,8, and 10 degrees) as shown in Figure 48 through Figure 52. Example

calculations were also done for different sizes of rolls as shown in Figure 50 and Figure

51. Test conditions are tabulated in Table 3.

Table 3. Test conditions (El> 0)

R] R2 T u 8;n BO
"'

E t

(inches) (inches) (lblin) (ft/min) (degree) (degree) (Psi) (mil)

4 2,4,8 2 2000 2,8,10 2,5,8 10' 5

F

R e =R]R2 / (R j +R2)

Modell

F

R =2R JR2 /(R J+R2)

Model 2

u

u
>

Figure 47. Comparison of two computational models

In Figure 48, Figure 49, and Figure 52, hie and h 2e for Ri =R2 =4" (Re =2, Model

1) and he for R =4" (ModeJ 2) approach to each other ali the nip force increases.

Regardless of the wrap angle and web stiffness, all three values of air entrainment

approach to each other. This observation holds even when R i ~ R2 . The example
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calculations shown in Figure 50 are for R1 =4 H
, R2 =8" ,Re =Rl'R2/(R1+R2) =8/3" ,R =

2·Re = 16/3". Figure 51 shows the calculation results for R1 =4" , R2 =2" , Re = 4/3" . R

= 2·Re =8/3". Therefore, for any combination of R1 and R2, the air entrainment can be

This is the most important result of this study.

As a result, the prediction equation for Model 2 developed by Chang, Chambers,

and Shelton (1994) is suggested to be used:

( J

2/3

~ = ~e = he = 2.4 l1u +2.408 l1u -1.8x 10-6
2Re 2R, R F p"R

(59)

which has good agreement with the air entrainment of model 2 when the nip force is high

(when the second and third terms in Eq. (59) are dominant). In order to predict the air

entrainment of modell, Eq. (59) can be used with R =2·Re =2-Rr Rz/(R J+Rz).
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4.4.3 Effects of web speed on air entrainment

The amounts of air entrainment, hlc and h2c, increase with web speed a shown in

Figure 53. The effects of web speed on the air entrainment examined only for the te t

conditions indicated in Figure 53. When the nip force is very large, however, the effect

of web speed on the air entrainment can be predicted as shown in Section 4.4.2.
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4.4.4 Effects of web tension on air entrainment

Figure 54 shows the effects of web tension on air entrainment. As mentioned in

Section 4.3.3, higher web tension reduces the amount of air entrainment for simple foil

bearing (zero nip force). However, the air entrainment with a nip roller (F > 0) seems to

slightly increase with web tension at the conditions indicated in Figure 54. The effects of

web tension on the air entrainment need to be examined for different values of nip force,

bending stiffness, and other variables.
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CHAPfERV

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The effects of a nip roller on the ballooning phenomenon and the air entrainment

in a winding roll have been analyzed numerically. The effects of a variety of design

parameters and operating conditions have been examined. The following conclusions

were obtained from this computational study:

I. There is a critical value of nip force above which ballooning occurs.

2. Once ballooning has occurred, its shape is not strongly affected by the nip force.

3. Ballooning does not occur when the incoming wrap angle is small.

4. The maximum balloon height is nearly proportional to the incoming wrap angle for a

perfectly flexible web.

5. The balloon height is strongly affected by the incoming wrap angle, web tension. and

web speed, but not by the bending stiffness of the web in typical applications.

6. When the nip force is smaller than the critical value for ballooning, the amount of air

entrainment is nearly independent of the nip force.

7. The effect of the nip force on the air entrainment is dramatic near the critical nip

force.

8. When the nip force is very large, the amounts of the air entrainment on the two sides

of the web approach an asymptotic value. The asymptotic value can be predicted
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using Eg. (59) with R =2·Re =2·Rl'Ri(R j +R2). This conclusion hols even when R, ~

R2.

9. A nip roller with smaller radius is more effective than a larger one.

10. Air entrainment increases with web speed.
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CHAPTER VI

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE STUDY

It is recommended to extend this computational study by including the foUowing

effects:

1. Side leakage from the ballooned incoming web.

2. Elastic defonnation of the rolls.

3. Asperity contact at the nip.

In order to improve the convergence of solutions, it is recommended to consider

the following:

1. Reducing the number of nodes reduces the round-off error, but too mall number of

nodes increases the truncation error.

2. The finite-element method can be more efficient than the finite-difference method.

3. Non-unifonn grid schemes can be applied so that the zone near the center of the nip

has dense grids while the other zones have sparse grids. The grid size should be

changed gradually.
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APPENDIX A

DERIVATION OF THE NON-DIMENSIONAL FORMS OF

THE MODIFIED REYNOLDS EQATION AND

WEB DEFLECTION EQUATION

Revnolds Equation

As mentioned in Section, 3.1, the foil bearing number, £ = 12)1U , is used for
T

scaling. By using the following relations,

l2JiD
£=--.

T
S S -1/3
=-£

R '
I

(A. I )

the modified Reynolds equation, .!!:...-(Ph3 dp +6AaPa h2 dP )= 12)1U ~(ph), can be
ds ds ds ds

rewritten as
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Now it is changed to non-dimensional fonn as follows:

6,1. _ P R
where A =_a e 2/3 and B =--E...-..Q..

a R r
I

Web Deflection Equation

(A.3)

For the web deflection equation, slightly different notation of air film thickness is

used as follows, which is mentioned in Eq. (18):

e = 12J1U W =~e-213 S =~e-I/3 Po =l!..L P2 =h
T' R ' R 'I p' P

I I a a

(A.4)

N h bdfl ' . d-d
4

w r d2w - b .ow t e we e ectIOn equatIOn, --4 - --2=PI - P2 - Pbw ,can e rewntten as
ds ds
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Eq. (A.5) is divided by TIR J,

then the non-dimensional fonn of web deflection can be obtained as

where

(A.5)

(A.6)

CA.7)

inlet zone

wrapped zone

outlet zone
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APPENDIXB

DERIVATION OF THE FINITE-DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS OF

EQ. (23) AND EQ. (26)

Reynolds Equation

dP
As mentioned in Section 3.2, the non-linear term, P dS ' in Reynolds equation i

linearized, then the linearized equation is

(B. 1)

where

(B.2)

Then the linearized dimensionless Reynolds equation, (B.l), can be changed to a finite-

difference equation by taking a central difference approximation.

(B.3)
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where

dPI 1 ( ) 2- = -- 3P;+1 - 4P; + P;-I + OeM)
dS ;+1 2t!S

by taking backward difference approximation, and

dPI 1 ( ) 2- = -- -P;+I + 4P; - 3P;_1 + OeM)
dS i-I 2M

by taking forward difference approximation.

Substituting Eq.( B.3 ) and Eq.( B.4) into Eq.( B.2 ) yields

(B.4)

(B.5)

The above equation can be rewritten as a set of simple linear finite-difference equations.

The coefficients of the following Eg. (B.5) consist of constants, pressure profile of

previous step, and given gap profile.

where

i:::: 1,2.... n
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The matrix fonn can be obtained as

B1 Cj a ~ DI-A~

~ B2 C2 a P2 D2

a a
= (B.7)

a 0

0 A,,-l B
n

_
1

Cn_1 P"-I i
D

n
_ ,

0 ~ Bn Pn Dn - CnP,.+1

where the boundary conditions can be applied as Pn+l =Po = 1.

Web Deflection Equation

The non-dimensional fonn of the web deflection equation is a fourth-order linear

differential equation so that we can use the following central difference approximations.

(B.8)

(B.9)
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The dimensionless web deflection equation, D d4~ - d2~ =B(~ - P2) - ~" ' can be
dS dS '

written as follows with the Eq. (B.7) and (B.8).

D
B(P.I " -P.2 ,)-P.b =-(W 2 -4W I +6W -4W I +W 2)

1 , w!J"S4 ,+ 1+ 1 (- ,-

( D 1) (4D 4 J [6D 5)= --+ W - --+-- W + --+-- W!J"S 4 12M2 i +2 M 4 3!J"S 2 i+ I !J"S 4 2!J"S 2 ;

( D 1 r (4D 4'J+ --+ - --+-- W!J"S 4 12M 2 ;- 2 /).5 4 3!J"S 2 .-1

Now we can see the finite-difference form as

where

£2 =£4 =_( 4D +_4_)
M 4 3!J"S2
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After applying the boundary conditions, we can obtain the complete matrix form. Eq.

(RIO). The boundary conditions can be written in finite-difference form:

d
2

W! d'WIWls=o =0, dS 2 =0, WIS=L =O,and 2 =0
S=O £is S=L

(B.12)

The boundary condition at start point for finite-difference equation can be written as

£i
2
W = -W3 +16W2 -30W; +16WO - W_1 = 0

£lS 2
. 12652
,=1

Rewrite the above two equations

At node I and 2, the finite-difference equations can be written as

Rewrite the above equations
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The boundary condition at the end point for finite-difference equation can be written a

= -Wll +2 + 16Wn+1 - 30Wn + 16Wn_1 - Wn- 2 =0
12M2

Rewrite the above equations as

At the node nand n-1, the finite-difference equations can be written as

for node n-1

Rewrite the above equations as

for node n-1

Now the matrix fonn can be written as

•.-'t .
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1;,( £1 2 E1,3 0 ~ ~

£2 £3 £4 ES 0 W2 F2

E1 £2 £) £4 E5 0 W3 F)

0 0
= (B.13)

0 0

0 E1 E2 E3 E4 E5
W

n
_

2
F

n
_

2

0 1; £2 E3 E4 W
n

_
1

F
n

_
1

0 En,n-2 En,n-1 En•n Wn Fn

where the modified six elements can be written as follows:

(
6D 5 J (D 1 J D£11=£)-30E1 = --4+--2 -30 --.. + 2 =-24--4, t1S 2t1S t1S 12t1S t1S

(
D 1 J (4D 4 J DE12 =16E[ +E4 = 16 --4+ 2 - --4+--2 =12--4. ~ 12t1S . !!.S 3!!.S t1S
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APPENDIXC

DERIVATION OF THE FINITE-DIFFERENCE EQUATION OF EQ. (54) FOR

THE TWO DIFFERENT SETS OF BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

The dimensionless web deflection equation, Eq. (17), can be rewritten by ignoring

the web stiffness tenn as

The finite-difference form of the Eg. eCI) can be written using central difference

approximation as

where

d
2
W W;-l - 2Wj + W;+I

dS 2 = ..1S 2

(Cl )

(C2)

(C3)

The matrix fonn of Eq. (C.2) can be written with the boundary conditions # 1,

mentioned in Section 4.1.1 as
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where

where

-2 1 0 ~ F; -Wo

1 -2 1 0 W2 F2

0 0

0 1 -2 1 0 lV; = F; (CA)

0 0

0 1 -2 1 W
II

_
1

F
II

_
1

0 1 -2 Wn FII -Wn+1

(C.S)

Another matrix form for the second set of the boundary conditions is

-2 2 0 ~ F;
1 -2 1 0 W2 F2

1

0 0

0 1 -2 1 0 lV; = F; (C.6)

0 0

0 1 -2 1 W
n

_
1

FII _1

0 1 -2 W
II . FII-WII+1

dWI = W2 -Wo =0
dS i=1 2AS
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APPENDIXD

COMPUTER PROGRAM

#include<stdio.h>
#include<rn.ath.h>
#include<iostream.h>
#include<nrutil.h>
#include<fbando.c>
II fbando.c: source code to solve banded matrix without pivoting

1* This program calculates the pressure and gap profiles for
nipped case with bending stiffness of web (See the reports for
detail schematic configuration}.
II Therefore, the main variables are PI[], P2[], Hl[], H2[]
II Pl[] Pressure profile between winding roller and web
1/ P2[] Pressure profile between nip roller and web
II Hl[] Gap profile between winding roller and web
II H2[] Gap profile between nip roller and web
*1

3.1415926535897943

II inches: inlet length
1.0/Rl*pow(EE,-1./3}

II inches: outlet length
( (S_IN+THETAl+THETA2+S_0UT) I (N+l) )

II length of one cell - one Dim
3999 II total No. of nodes of winding roller

(S_IN+THETAl}/DS ) /1 center node
S_IN/DS ) II inlet node

(S_IN+THETAI+THETA2) IDS

int(
int(
int(

#define Rl

#define R2

#define RE
#define THETAI

#define THETA2

#define S_IN

#define S_OUT

#define DS

11************************* Configuration data; geometry & node
4.0

II inches radius of roller 1 Winding roller
4.0

II inches : redius of roller 2, Nip roller
( Rl*R2/(Rl+R2)) II inches : equivalent radius
(10.0*M_PI/I80*pow(EE,-1./3) }

II (degree) incomming wrap angle
5.0*M_PI/180*pow(EE,-1./3) )

II (degree) outgoing wrap angle
1.0/Rl*pow(EE,-1./3} }

#define N
#define NC
#define Nl
#define N2
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#define T
#define U
#define M1
#define M2

(1. 5)
(2000.0/5.0)
2
2

II outlet node
II lbf/in : tension

II ftlmin : speed of web
II band size of matrix a[) [)
II band size of matrix a[) [)

#define N1_NIP
#define N2_NIP
#define NN

11**************************** Configuration data for Nip Roller
#define THETA_NIP1 ( 10*M_PI/180*pow(EE,-1./3) )

II (degree) Incomming wrap angle of Nip Roller
#define THETA_NIP2 ( 10*M_PI/180*pow(EE,-1./3) )

II (degree) Outgoing wrap angle of Nip Roller
int( THETA_NIP1/DS ) II Number of node
int( THETA_NIP2/DS ) II Number of node

(Nl_NIP + N2_NIP)
II total No. of nodes of Nip Roller

of the air molecules (inches)

II elastic modulus of web (Psi)
II Web thickness (inches)

1/ Poison's ratio

II
at
at
at

properites and Web material properties
II Psi: ambient pressure

Psi.s : dynamic viscosity
62 degree [F) , 16.85 degree[C]
71 degree [F) , 21.85 degree[C]
80 degree [F) , 26.85 degree [C)

Psi S
Psi S
Psi S

Air

5.0e-3
0.4

14.7
2.6396e-9

1* 2.6056E-9
2.6396E-9
2.6764E-9

*1
2.65e-6

II mean-free-path
1.0e+5

11******************
#define PA
#define MU

#define BS

#define t
#define NU

constant in reynolds EQ
constant in Reynolds EQ

Constants

Rl*PA/T )

12*MU*U/T )
6*R_A*pow(EE,-2./3)/Rl )

/I
II

/1********************************

#define B
#define D

( BS*pow(t,3.0)*pow(EE,-2.0/3.0)/(12*(1.0-NU*NU)*T*R1*Rl) )

#define EE
#define RAM_A

11**************************************
#define PO
#define PN_1

(14.7/PA)
(14.7/PA)

II Psi
II Psi

Boundary Conditions
Pressure Boundary 1
Pressure Boundary 2

11*************************** Control data for Iteration Process
#define IT R MAX 10

II Maximum iteration number of the function reynolds
#define RES_H_LIMIT 2.0e-5
#define RES_P_LIMIT 2.0e-5
#define WEIGHT_P 1.0

II Declaration of several global variables
int NI,j;

II maximum iteration number (NI)
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II iteration interval of printing (j)
double WEIGHT_H, Hei

FILE *fii

11**************************************************** ***********
1* this is a function for solving tridiagonal matrix.
Note: LU decomposition method for tridiagonal systems.
*1
void solvel(double all, double be], double c[], double r[],
double xl], unsigned long n)
{

unsigned long j;
double bet, gam[N+5]i

if (b[l] ==0.0) cout « "Error 1 in tridag"i
II if this happens then you should rewrite your equations
II as a set of order N-l, with x2 trivially eliminated.

x[l]=r[l]; (bet=b[l]);
II Decomposition and forward substitution
for (j =2 i j <=n i j ++) {

gam[j] = c[j-1]/beti
bet = b[j]-a[j]*gam[j];
if (bet == 0.0) cout « "Error 2 in tridag";
II algoththm fails
x [j ] = (r [j ] -a [j ] *x [j -1] ) Ibet i

}

for (j= (n-l) ; j>=l i j--) I I Backsubstitution
x[j] -= gam[j+1] *x[j+l];

for (j=l ; j<=N ; j++)
gam[j] = 0.0;

II the end of the function, slovel();

;1**************************************************** ***********
void input (void)
{

cout « "\n Input data file = initial.txt\n Output data file = ";
cout « " result.txt & next_initial.txt";
cout « "\n\n Enter the gap between Nip and Winding Roller at
center "i
cout « "\n Start with big gap, about 5 rnilli inches suggested ";
cout « "\n Hc [unit: milli inche] = ? ";

cin » Hei
cout « "\n\n Enter Maximum Iteration No ? ";
cin » NI;
cout « U Enter Weighting factor of H ? ";
cin » WEIGHT_Hi
cout « "\n Weighting Factor is " « WEIGHT_H;
cout « "\n Enter Interval of printing data ?";
cin » j;

II the end of the input function
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11**************************************************** ***********
void initial (double **a, double PI[), double HI(), double P2(),
double HS [ ) )
{

int i;
double s;

II read initial gap and pressure profiles
fi = fopen("initial.txt","r"); II 10initial.txt is input file

for(i = 0; i<=N+I; i++)
fscanf (fi, "%If", &P1 [i));

for(i = 0; i<=N+1; i++)
fscanf (fi, ''%If", &H1 [i));

for(i = 0; i <= NN+1 ; i++l
fscanf(fi, l%lf", &P2(i)l;

fclose(fi) ;

II read pressure

II read gap

II read pressure 2

Constant Gap Profile
i++) II total No. of node of Nip Roller

II Set HS profile
for(i=O i<=NN+l

{

s = (i-N1_NIPl*DS*pow(EE,l.0/3.0);
HS[i) = (Rl+R2)/(2*R2l) * pow(EE,-2.0/3.0) * pow(sin(s) ,2l +

HC
}

II useless element
II useless element

II calculate compactly stored array a[] [) for shell equation
II elements range: from a to N-1 (that is different from the
others for Reynolds EQ.l
a[O) [0) = 0.0;
a[O) [1) = 0.0;
a[O] [2) = -24.0*D*pow(DS,-4.0l;
a[O) [3] = 12.0*D*pow(DS,-4.0l;
a[O) [4] = 0.0;

; i ++ ) (
D*pow(DS,-4.0) + (1.0/12.0l*pow(DS,-2.0);

- 4.0*D*pow(DS,-4.0) - (4.0/3.0 )*pow(DS,-2.0);
6.0*D*pow(DS,-4.0) + (5.0/2.0 )*pow(DS,-2.0);

- 4.0*D*pow(DS,-4.0) (4.0/3.0 l*pow(DS,-2.0);
D*pow(DS,-4.0) + (1.0/I2.0)*pow(DS,-2.0);

fore i=l ; i<=N-2
a[i) [0) =
a[i) [1] =
a[i] [2) =
a[i] [3) =
a[i) [4) =

a[N-I) [0) = 0.0;
a[N-I) [1] = I2.0*D*pow(DS,-4.0) ;
a[N-l) [2) = -24.0*D*pow(DS,-4.0) ;
a[N-I] [3] = 0.0; 1/ useless element
a[N-I] [4) = 0.0; II useless element

II Factorization (LU Decomposition) before solving a linear
banded system
i = bando(l, N, MI, M2, a, PI); II mode 1 : factorization only
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II PI vector is not in use for only factorization
II the end of the function, initial():

11**************************************************** ***********
void thickness2(double Hl[], double H2[], double HS[])
(

register int i;
for(i=O i i<=NN+l ; i++) II total No. of node of Nip Roller

H2[i] = HS[i] - Hl[NC-Nl_NIP + i):
} II The end of the function, thickness2();

11**************************************************** ***********
double reynolds(double H[], double P{], int n, int& iter_r)
(

register int ii
double aa, ba, ab, bb, ac, bc, ad, bdi
double resi=lOO,res-p=O;
double AR{N+5], BR[N+5], CR[N+5], DR[N+5), P_oldl[N+5),
P_old2 (N+5) i

for (i=1 ; i<=n ; i++)
P_old1 [i) = P [i);

while(resi > RES_P_LIMIT && iter_r < IT_R_MAXl
II run the loop until it converges

iter_r ++:
resi =0.0:

11***************
fort i=l ; i<= n i
(

calculate coefficients
i++)

aa = pow(H{i+l),3)*P[i+l]
+ pow (H [ i-I) , 3 ) * (P [ i +1) - 4 . *P [ i }+6 . *P [ i-I) ) :

ba = RAM_A * (pow(H[i+l] ,2)+3.*pow(H[i-1] (2))
+ 2.*DS*H[i-l]/B;

AR[i] = (aa+ba);
ab = -4. * ( pow(H[i+1J,3)*P[i+1]

+ pow (H [ i-I] , 3 ) • P [ i -1 ) ):
bb = -4. * RAM_A * ( pow(H[i+1) (2) + pow(H[i-l] (2) );

BR[iJ = (ab+bb)i
ac = pow(H[i+l] (3)*(6.*P[i+l)-4.*P[i)+P[i-1))

+ pow (H [i -1) , 3) * P [i -1) ;

bc = RAM_A*(3.*pow(H[i+1],2)+pow(H[i-l),2))
- 2.*DS*H[i+1J/B:

CR[i) = (ac+bc):
ad = pow(H(i+l),3) * p[i+1]

* ( 3.*P[i+l)-4.*P[i)+P[i-l] );
bd = pow(H[i-1) ,3) * P[i-l)

* ( P[i+1)-4.*p[i]+3.*P[i-1) );
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DR[i] = (ad+bd);
)

II coefficient with boundary conditions Pl(O] and Pl[N+ll
P [0] = PO;
P[n+ll = PN_l;
DR [1] = DR (1 ] - AR ( 1] *P [ 0] ;
DR[n] = DR[n] - CR[n]*P[n+l];

for(i=l ; i<=n ; i++)
P_old2(iJ=P[i];

solvel{AR, BR, CR, DR, P, n);
II AR,BR,CR,DR,Pl are inputs and also outputs

for(i=l ; i<=n ; i++)
resi += fabs{P[i]-P_old2[i]);

) II the end of while loop

II calculate residual of Pressure profile
for(i=1 ; i<=n ; i++)

res-p += fabs(P[i]-P_oldl[i])

for(i=1 ; i<=n ; i++)
P[i] = P_oldl[i] + (WEIGHT_P*{P'[i]-P_oldl[i]) );

return (res-p) ;
) II the end of the function, Reynolds{);

//***************************************************************
double shell( double **a, double H[], double Pl[], double P2[))

II [A]{H) = (E)
(

register int i;
double f[N+5], w[N+5], w_old[N+5J, p2_temp[N+5];
/1 the range of f[i) and a [i) [j] in the function shell()
II i: from 0 to N-l , j: from 0 to Ml+M2 (array starts at 0)
II the range in other functions: from 1 to N (array starts at 1)
double s, res_w=O;

II calculate P2 as a scale of P1;
I I (PI : 0 - N+l), (P2 0 - Nl NIP + N2_NIP+1
for(i=O ; i < NC-N1_NIP ; i++)

p2_temp[i] = 1.0;
for(i=NC-Nl_NIP ; i<=NC+N2_NIP ; i++)

p2_ternp[i] = P2[i-(NC-N1_NIP));
for{i=NC+N2_NIP+1 ; i<=N+l ; i++)

p2_temp[i] = 1.0;

II w profile for shell EQ; w = h - in&out geometry
for{i=O ; i<N1 ; i++){

s = (N1-i)*DS;
w[i] = H [i] - pow (s, 2) 12 .0; )
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for(i=NI; i<=N2 ; i++)
w[i] = H[i];

for(i=N2+1 ; i<=N+I ; i++) {
s = (i-N2)*D5;
w [i] = H[ i ] - pow (s , 2 ) 12 . a; }

II calculate the coefficient, f[] for simple foil bearing
/1 the range of f[] : from a to N-1
II the range of PI[] : from 1 to N
fort i=1 ; i<Nl ; i++)

f[i-I] = B*(Pl[i]-p2_temp[i]);
for( i=Nl ; i<=N2 ; i++)

f(i-l] = B*(Pl[i]-p2_temp[i]) - 1.0;
fort i=N2+1 i<=N; i++)

f[i-l] = B*(P1(i]-p2_temp[i]);

II then solve shell equation
for(i=O ; i<=N+l ; i++)

w_old[i]=w[i];

~ = bando(2, N, MI, M2, a, f); Ilmode 1: factorization only
Ilmode 2: solver only

Ilmode 0: factorize then solve matrix
Iioutput f[]

II Transfer output f[] to w[] and confirm the boundarys for
Reynolds Equation
for(i=l ; i<=N ; i++)

w[iJ = f[i-lJ;
w[O] = 0.0;
w[N+I]= 0.0;

II calculate residual
for(i=l ; i<=N ; i++)

res_w += fabs(w[i]-w_old[i);

II update thickness profile with weighting factor
for(i=l i<=N; i++)

w[i] = w_old[i) + WEIGHT_H*(w[i]-w_old[i]) ;

/I h profile for reynols EQ; h = w + in&out geometry
for(i=O ; i<Nl ; i++){ /I inlet region

s = (Nl-i) *D5;
H[i] = w[i] + pow(s,2)/2.0; }

for(i=NI i<=N2 ; i++) II wraped region
H[i] = w[i] ;

for(i=N2+1 ; i<=N+I ; i++){ II outlet region
s = (i-N2)*DS;
H[i] = w [i] + pow (s , 2) 12 . 0 ; }

return (res_w) ;
} II end of function, shell(}
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11**************************************************** ***********
void next_initial (double P1(], double H1[], double P2[])
(

int i;
£i = fopen("next_initial.txt","w");
for(i=O ; i<=N+1 ;i++)

fprintf(fi,"%20.l3e\n",Pl[i));
£or(i=O ; i<=N+l ;i++}

fprintf(fi,"%20.l3e\n",Hl[i]) ;
for(i=O ; i<=NN+l ;i++)

fprintf(fi,"%20.13e\n",P2[i]} ;
fclose(fi);
}

11**************************************************** ***********
void main ()
{

register int i;
int iterl, iter2;
double **a; II Dynamic allocation of two-dimensional matrices
double H1[N+5] ,H2[N+5],HS[N+5]/P1[N+5],P2[N+5];
double res_h, res-pl, res-p2, HCC;

a = dmatrix(O,N+5,O,Ml+M2+5);
II dynamic allocation of a[O-N+5] [O-M1+M2+51

input();

HCC
HC

= HC;
= HC*O.OOl/Rl*pow(EE,-2./3); II convert mils to dimless scale

initial(a, Pl, Hl, P2, HS);
II 1. Read initial pressure and thickness profile

I I 2. Set banded coefficient matrix, (a [1 [1 )
II 3. Set HS profile: Constant Gap Profile

fi = fopen("result.txt","w");

Entered Weighting Factor= %e"/WEIGHT_H);
Entered The Gap Wetween Winding & Nip roller=

fprintf(fi,"\n
fprintf(fi,"\n
%e (mils)" ,HCC);
fprintf(fi, "\n
H1 [NC] \ n " ) ;

printf ( "\n
H1[NC] \n");

iteration

iteration

Pl[NC]

P1[NC]

for(i=l ; i<=NI ; i++)
{

II calculate Thickness profile between web and nip roller
thickness2 (Hl,H2,HS); II make H2

II solve Pl
res-p1 = reynolds (Hl, Pl, N, iter1);
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II solve P2
res-p2 = reynolds (H2, P2, NN, iter2);

II solve HI
res_h = shell (a, HI, PI, P2)j
if(i%j == O){ II "j" is the interval of printout data
printf("%2d %2d %lOd %14.5e %19.11e

%17. ge\n" , i terl, iter2, i, res_h, (PI [NC) -1) *B, H1 [NC) ) ;
II print on screen
fprintf(fi,"%2d %2d %lOd %14.5e %19.11e

%17.ge\n",iterl,iter2,i,res_h, (P1[NC]-1)*B,H1[NC));
II print on file
)

) II the end of for loop

fclose(fi)j
next_initial (P1, H1, P2) j

II the end of the main function
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APPENDIXE

COMPUTER PROGRAM TO CALCULATE NIP FORCE AND THE AMOUNT

OF THE AIR ENTRAINMENT

II This program calculates the nip force and the amount of
II the air entrainment with converged solution, gap and pressure
II profiles (PI, P2, HI)

#include<stdio.h>
#include<math.h>
#include<iostream.h>

3.1415926535897943

II outlet node
II lbf/in : tension

II ftlmin : speed of web

II inches: inlet length
1.0/RI*pow{EE,-1./3)

(1. 5)

(2000.0/5.0)

II inches: outlet length
( (S_IN+THETAI+THETA2+S_0UT) I (N+I) )

II length of one cell - one Dim
3999 II total No. of nodes of winding roller

int( (S_IN+THETAI)/DS ) II center node
int( S_IN/DS) II inlet node
int( (S_IN+THETAI+THETA2)/DS

#define RI

#define R2

#define RE
#define THETAI

#define THETA2

#define S- IN

#define S_OUT

#define DS

11************************* Configuration data i geometry & node
4.0

II inches radius of roller 1 Winding roller
4.0

II inches : redius of roller 2, Nip roller
( Rl*R2/{Rl+R2» II inches : equivalent radius
(10.0*M_PI/180*pow(EE,-1./3) )

II (degree) incomming wrap angle
5.0*M_PI/180*pow{EE,-1./3) )

II (degree) outgoing wrap angle
1.0/RI*pow(EE,-1./3) )

#define N
#define NC
#define NI
#define N2

#define T
#define U

11**************************** Configuration data for Nip Roller
#define THETA_NIPI ( 10*M_PI/180*pow(EE,-1./3) }

II (degree) Incomming wrap angle of Nip Roller
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#define N1_NIP
#define N2_NIP
#define NN

#define THETA_NIP2 ( 10*~PI/l80*pow(EE,-1./3) )
II (degree) Outgoing wrap angle of Nip Roller

int( THETA_NIPI/DS ) II Number of node
int( THETA_NIP2/DS ) II Number of node

(N1_NIP + N2_NIP)
II total No. of nodes of Nip Roller

of the air molecules (inches)

II
at
at
at

properites and Web material properties
II Psi: ambient pressure

Psi.s : dynamic viscosity
62 degree[F], 16.85 degree[C)
71 degree [F) , 21.85 degree [C)
80 degree[F], 26.85 degree[C)

Psi S
Psi S
Psi S

Air
14.7
2.6396e-9

1* 2.6056E-9
2.6396E-9
2.6764E-9

*1
2.65e-6

II mean-free-path

11******************
#define PA
#define MU

11**************
#define EE

Constants : RAMDA_A and B in Reynolds equation
12*MU*U/T )

11************************************** Declaration of functions
void hc_nip_force(double [], double [], double f), double []);

II arguments: P1, P2, Hl, H2
void initial (double (], double [], doubler], doubler]);

II arguments: P1, H1, P2
void excel-print(double [], double [], double [], double []);

II arguments: P1, P2, H1, H2

11****************************** Declaration of saveral variables
double HC;
FILE *fi;

void main ( )
{

double Hl[N+5],H2[N+5] ,Pl[N+5],P2[N+5];
double HCC;

cout « "\n\n Enter the gap between Nip and Winding Roller at
center ";
cout « "\n Hc [unit: milli inche] = ? ";
cin » HC;
HCC = HC;
HC = HC*O. OOl/Rl *pow(EE, -2.13) ;

initial(P1, H1, P2, H2);
II 1. Read initial pressure and thickness profile

II 2. Set tirdiagonal coefficient matrix for shell equation
II 3. Set HS profile: Constant Gap Profile

fi = fopen ("hc&nip_force. txt" , "w") ;
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fprintf (fi, "\n
%e" ,HCC);

Entered The Gap Wetween Winding & Nip roller=

II excel-print(Pl,P2,Hl,H2);
hc_nip_force(Pl,P2,Hl,H2);
fclose(fi);

} 1/ the end of the main function

11**************************************************** ***********
void initial (double PI[], double HI[], double P2[], double H2[])
(

int i;
double s,hs;

II read converged solution; thickness and pressure profiles
fi = fopen("initial.txt","r");

forti = 0; i<=N+I; i++)
f scanf ( f i, "%1 f ", &P1 [ i ] ) ;

forti = 0; i<=N+l; i++)
fscanf(fi, "%If", &Hl[i));

forti = 0; i <= NN+I ; i++)
fscanf(fi, "%If", &P2[i]);

fclose(fi) ;

II read pressure

II read thickness

II read pressure

II Set HS profile
for(i=O ; i<=NN+I
(

Constant Gap Profile
i++) II total No. of node of Nip Roller

s = (i-Nl_NIP)*DS;
hs = ((Rl+R2)/R2) * pow(s,2)/2.0 + HC
H2[i] = hs - HI [NC-Nl_NIP + i];

II the end of the function, initial();

11**************************************************** ***********
void hc_nip_force(double Pl[], double P2[], double HI[], double
H2 (] )
(

int i,j=O;
double g,gg,s,s_l,p,p_l,h,h_l,dp,dp_l,hc,hc_l,hcc[lOO]

,hc_avg=O.O,nip_force=O.O;

/1********************************************** calculating hlc
fprintf(fi, "\n\n the amount of entrained air, hlc[mils] between
winding roller and web\n");
fprintf(fi, "\n **********************************************");
fprintf (fi, "\n s [inches] dpl hlc [mils] " ) ;
fprintf(fi, "\n **********************************************"l;
II find dpI/ds =0, then calculate hc
g = PI[2] - PI[O];
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for(i=2 ; i <N ; i++)
gg = P1[i+1) - P1[i-1);
if(gg*g < 0)
{ j+=2;

s = (i-NC)*DS*R1*pow(EE,1./3);
s_1 = (i-NC-1)*DS*R1*pow(EE,1./3);
p = (P1[i) -1)*14.7;
p_1 = (P1[i-1)-1)*14.7;
h = H1[i) *R1*1000*pow(EE,2./3);
h_1 = H1(i-1]*R1*1000*pow(EE,2./3);
dp = ggi
dp_1= g;
hc = P1[i] *14.7*h 114.7;
hc_1 = P1[i-1)*14.7*h_1/14.7;

II at previous node

II at previous node

II at previous node

II at previous node

fprintf(fi, "\n %10.4f %e %e",s_l,dp_l,hc_1);
fprintf(fi, "\n %10.4f %e %e",s, dp, hc);
fprintf(fi, "\n -------------------------------------------

_ _ 11) ;

hcc[j-l]=hc;
hcc[j)=hc_1;

}

g = gg;
}

for (i=4 ; i<=j-2 ; i+=2)
hc_avg += (hcc[i-1]+hcc[i));

hc_avg = hc_avg/(j-4);
fprintf(fi, "\n avergae of hic between winding roller and web 15

%e", hc_avg) ;

fprintf(fi,"\n\n
***********************************************") ;

II at previous node

II at previous node
= (i-NN/2)*DS*R1*pow(EE,1./3);
= (i-NN/2-1)*DS*R1*pow(EE,1./3);

= (P2(i] -1)*14.7;
= {P2[i-1]-1)*14.7;

11********************************************** calculating h2c
fprintf(fi, "\n\n the amount of entrained air, h2c(milsJ between
nip roller and web\n");
fprintf(fi, "\n ===================================~==========");

fprintf(fi, "\n s(inches] dp1 h2c[mils)"';
fprintf(fi, "\n ==============================================");
// find dp2/ds =0, then calculate hc
9 = P2 (2] - P2 ( 0] ;
j=O;
hc_avg = 0;
for(i=2 i i<NN ; i++)
{ gg = P2 [i+1) - P2 [i-1];

if(gg*g < 0)
{ j+=2;

s
s 1

P
p_1
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h = H2[i] *R1*lOOO*pow(EE,2./3);
h_l = H2[i-1]*R1*lOOO*pow(EE,2./3);
dp = gg;
dp_1= g;
hc = P2[i] *14.7*h 114.7;
hc_1 = P2[i-l]*14.7*h_1/14.7;

II at previous node

II at previous node

fprintf(fi,
fprintf(fi,
fprintf(fi,

__ II) ;

hcc[j-1]=hc;
hcc[j]=hc_1;

)

9 = gg;

"\n %10.4f %e %e" ,s_l,dp_1,hc_1);
"\n %10.4f %e %e",s, dp, hc);
"\n -------------------------------------------

}

for (i=2 ; i<=j ; i+=2)
hc_avg += (hcc[i-1]+hcc[i]);
hc_avg = hc_avg/j;
fprintf(fi, "\n avergae of h2c between nip roller and web is

%e" , hc_avg) ;

/1*************************************** calculating nip force
//**************** Simpson's 1/3 Rule for numerical integration
for(i=l ; i<=NN ; i+=2)

nip_force += (4.0*(P2[i]-1.O»;
for(i=2 ; i<=NN ; i+=2)

nip_force += (2.0*(P2[i]-1.0»;
nip_force = nip_force * PA * Rl * (DS/3.0) * pow(EE,l.O/3.0);

// converting in Psig
fprintf(fi, "\n\n *********************************************");
fprintf(fi, "\n the nip force is %l5.7e (lbflin) ",nip_force);
fprintf(fi, "\n *********************************************");

} // the end of the function, hc-print();

/1**************************************************** ***********
void excel-print(double Pl[], double P2[], double H1[],

double H2[])
(

int i;

fprintf(fi, "\n\n\n node P1(dimless)
P2(dimless) H2(dimless)");
fprintf(fi," node Pl(Psig)
P2 (Psig) H2 (mils) \n") ;

H1(dimless)

Hl(mils)

for ( i=O; i<NC-N1_NIP; i+=2) {
fprintf(fi, "\n%5d %14.5e %14.5e %14.5e %14.5e",i, (Pl[i]

1) * B, Hl [i ] , 0 .0, 1 00 . 0) ;
fprintf(fi," %10d %14.5e %14.5e %14.5e %14.5e",i,(Pl[i]-l)*PA,
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H1[i]*R1*pow(EE,2.0/3.0)*1000,O.O,250.0);
}

for ( i=NC-Nl_NIP; i<=NC+N2_NIP; i+=2){
fprintf(fi, "\n%5d %14.5e %14.5e %14.5e %14.5e",i,

(PI [i] -1) *B,HI [i], (P2 [i- (NC-NI_NIP)] -1) *B,H2 [i- (NC-N1_NIP) J);
fprintf(fi," %IOd %14.5e %14.5e %14.5e %14.5e",i,

(P1[i]-1)*PA,Hl[i]*Rl*pow(EE,2.0/3.0)*lOOO,
(P2[i-(NC-Nl_NIP)]-I)*PA,
H2[i-(NC-Nl_NIP)]*RI*pow{EE,2.0/3.0)*1000) ;
}

for ( i=NC+N2_NIP+I ; i<=N+l ; i+=2) {
fprintf{fi, "\n%5d %14.5e %14.5e %14.5e %14.5e",i,

(P1 [i] -1 ) *B , HI [ i ] , 0 . 0 , 100 . 0) ;
fprintf{fi," %10d %14.5e %14.5e %14.5e %14.5e",i,(P1[iJ-l)*PA,

Hl[iJ*Rl*pow(EE,2.0/3.0)*1000,O.O,250.0);
}

fprintf(fi, "\n\n");

} II the end of the function, exce1-print();
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